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What is the signature transform?
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Figure 1: Embed a stream of data into path-space as a piecewise linear path.

Consider x = (x1, . . . , xn) with xi ∈ Rd.

Linearly interpolate x to get a path f . Then its signature transform of depth N [CK16] is
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The signature transform is roughly analogous to the Fourier transform. Instead of frequency,
it extracts information about order and area.

In fact, order and area precisely capture all possible nonlinear effects; the signature transform
is a universal nonlinearity, and the following model exhibits universal approximation.
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Figure 2: N is a hyperparameter. θ is learnt.

The signature transform has many other nice properties: robustness to missing or
irregularly sampled data; optional translation invariance; optional sampling invariance;
encoding of certain physical quantities; efficient data compression.

Context

The signature transform has previously been used for:

•Feature transformations [CK16]

•Kernels [KO19]

•Gaussian processes [TO19]

•Handwriting recognition [YJNL16]

•Action recognition [LZJ17]

•Pricing of financial derivatives [PA18]

But in neural networks, it has previously only been used as a fixed feature transformation.

Signature transforms in neural networks

The signature transform is actually differentiable, so it may be embedded in a neural network.
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Figure 3

The only requirement is that Φθ1 must preserve the stream-like nature of the data (as the
signature needs a stream-like input). This will be true if Φθ1 is a CNN or RNN, for example.

We then go on to introduce lifts, which lift a stream of data into a stream of streams.

(These are analogous to windowing functions in signal processing.)

The signature transform is then applied to each sub-stream, to create a stream of signatures.
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Figure 4: Deep signature model.

What this means in neural network terms:
The lift and signature transform together act as a mathematically motivated choice of
pooling operation, known to extract meaningful information.

What this means in signal processing terms:
With lifts, the signature transform is analogous to the short time Fourier transform.

Example: fractional Brownian motion

Fractional Brownian motion (fBM) is a Gaussian process BH : [0,∞)→ R. It depends upon
its Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1), which describes how rough it is.

We train several models to estimate the Hurst parameter from a realisation of fBM.

Figure 5: Examples of fBM Figure 6: Typical validation loss
during training
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